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Collects and readings for
The Third Sunday of Easter
COLLECT
Almighty Father,
who in your great mercy
gladdened the disciples with the sight of the risen Lord:
give us such knowledge of his presence with us,
that we may be strengthened and sustained by his
risen life
and serve you continually in righteousness and truth;
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord,
who is alive and reigns with you,
in the unity of the Holy Spirit,
one God, now and for ever. Amen.

sometimes, when someone I love or know very well has
died (and I realise that this may be a very sensitive issue
for some people right now), I can be walking along and
think I see that person who has died walking along in
front of me, perhaps at a distance. I may even make a
move to go forward and touch their arm, before
realising with a jolt that it can’t be them. Or, when
something amazing or exciting happens I think to myself
“I must ring X, and tell them about that” – again, before
realising that I can’t. It can be a painful realisation, and
brings you up with a jolt, and perhaps prompts a tear
or two to be shed.

READINGS
1st reading (from the New Testament, at the end of
the Gospels) The Acts of the Apostles chapter 2:
verses 14a, and 36-41.
Psalm 116 (from the Old Testament): verses 1-3,
and 10-17.
2nd reading (from the New Testament, towards the
end) the First Letter of Peter chapter 1: verses 17-23
Gospel (from the New Testament, the third of the
Gospels) Luke chapter 24: verses 13-35.

From Revd. Maureen
It seems to me that the words
of the Collect for this Sunday
have a particular resonance
for us at this time. We need to
be
reassured
of Jesus’
presence
with
us
to
strengthen and sustain us so that we can continue to
serve him in the world in righteousness and truth. We
are his present-day disciples, and so it seems right to
me that we should pray this for ourselves.
Our Gospel reading is a particular favourite of mine
(not that we should probably have favourite passages
from the Bible , just as we shouldn’t have a favourite
child or grandchild!). There are several points in the
story of the road to Emmaus which are of interest –
I think. Why were those disciples going to Emmaus,
and who were they anyway? We are told that one of
them was called Cleopas, but we don’t know the
name of the other – why wasn’t he named?
It’s interesting, too, that the two of them don’t
recognise Jesus. I don’t know about you but,
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However, our two disciples in this story are kept from
recognising Jesus. And here’s another odd thing: do you
sometimes find it easier to speak to a stranger, rather
than a relative or close friend, about something which
is bothering you? These two, not recognising this
“stranger” tell him in six sentences what they had
experienced so recently. And still they didn’t recognise
him – even though Jesus says ‘Oh, how foolish you are’
….. and goes on to explain how these things were meant
to be and about the prophets and about himself!
And how many times, when we’ve been itching to
continue having a fascinating conversation with …
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someone have we realised that we’ve taken up a lot
of their time and excused ourselves even though we
don’t really want to, and they have insisted that we
continue – perhaps over refreshments? Which is
exactly what Jesus does – and he knows, of course,
how he will reveal himself to them. And it wasn’t until
he took bread, blessed and broke it – that familiar
action – that they realised who he was, and then he
disappeared.
I think we can really relate to their reaction – almost
kicking themselves, and saying “Of course! Why
didn’t we realise that we understood all that he was
reiterating as we walked along?” And here’s the
really amazing thing. Even though it was “almost
evening and the day nearly over”, they went back to
Jerusalem. Seven miles in the dark, covering the
same distance that they had already walked! Wow,
that meeting must have had an enormous effect on
them, that they couldn’t wait until the next day
before returning. Oh that we could find such
enthusiasm and energy to share the good news of
Jesus’ resurrection not just between ourselves but
with all whom we meet. We are post-Resurrection
people and we have heard these stories so many
times over the years.
On the third Sunday of Lent, I preached a sermon
where I urged those in the congregation at St Mary’s
to really think – really think and listen – to the words
which they were saying in the service and hearing in
the readings. Those of us who are so familiar with
what we say and hear are in danger of missing so
much.
The familiarity of it all sometimes fools us into
thinking “Oh yes, I know this story” and it goes over
our heads. However, if we really listen we can be
surprised out of our socks by something which we’ve
never noticed before – a bit like watching a wellloved film which we’ve watched so many times we’ve
lost count. We watch it one more time, and think
“Well! I don’t remember that scene before”; or, “I
don’t remember that bit of conversation before. How
extraordinary!”
During this time of lock-down, I’ve been doing a lot
of reading about how we can look again and listen
again to scripture not just with our ears open, but
with our hearts and minds. Do we really think about
what we’re saying in our services. Have we really
looked at each word before we say it, and do we
mean what we are saying? Do we understand what
we are saying? Do we really believe what we are
saying? I know one particular clergyperson who told
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me that they found one part of the Creed very
difficult to say. I’m not going to name names, and
I’m not going to divulge which particular part of the
Creed it was, but I know that many people find it
hard to believe various parts of the Creed and so
don’t say those particular lines. I’m not saying that’s
a bad thing. I think we should question what we are
asked to believe, and pray about it and do some
research into backgrounds of belief and then come
to some conclusion. To me, that is a healthy
occupation for any Christian – to question, to seek
and to discuss with others rather than accept blindly
what someone else tells them they should be
believing.
Sometimes when I’m preaching, I notice people
sitting with their eyes closed, and I have a quiet
giggle to myself as I wonder whether they are so
bored with what they’re hearing that they’re
switching off or going to sleep? Or are they trying to
really concentrate and shut out visual distractions,
so that they can really hear what is being said? It’s
very interesting to lead church services, because
whoever is leading is the only one who can see the
expressions on people’s faces! It’s very encouraging
when smiles and nods of agreement are coming back
at you because they are signs that people are
listening, and taking on board and being able to
relate to what is being said. In some ways, I’m
surprised that more sermons are not interrupted by
questions such as: “Hang on a minute! Can you say
that again please – I don’t understand”, or similar.
Have a think this week about the Gospel reading:
how would you have reacted if you had been
embarking on a walk of seven miles and come across
someone like Jesus – or even maybe Jesus himself!?
Think about it; pray about it: would your reactions
have been similar to those of the disciples, or
completely different? What do you think about their
behaviour, and do you think you would have
recognised Jesus? Mary Magdalene didn’t, until he
said her name.
Anyway, that’s
enough from me
for this week.
Lots
of
questions
for
you to consider
and
reflect
upon. If you feel
like making a
response, please
do
for
next
week’s InTouch
leaflet and –
don’t forget –
send us your recipes for yummy food, jokes,
humorous stories, poetry; or anything which will fill
the days of others with joy, laughter and peace.
Thanks for reading!

Maureen
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A sonnet by Malcolm Guite
THIS BREATHLESS EARTH
After John 20:19

We bolted every door but even so
We couldn’t catch our breath for very fear:
Fear of their knocking at the gate below,
Fear that they’d find and kill us even here.
Though Mary’s tale had quickened all our hearts
Each fleeting hope just deepens your despair:
The panic grips again, the gasping starts,
The drowning, and the coming up for air.
Then suddenly, a different atmosphere,
A clarity of light, a strange release,
And, all unlooked for, Christ himself was there
Love in his eyes and on his lips, our peace.
So now we breathe again, sent forth, forgiven,
To bring this breathless earth a breath of heaven.

From Penny and Michael Gale
We spotted the piece below in a shop window in the
Isle of Wight several years ago – it has often made
us chuckle when we find ourselves standing in a
room wondering what we are ‘here after’ ourselves.
THOUGHTS OF AN OLDER PERSON

Remember that we old folks are worth a fortune, with
silver in our hair, gold in our teeth, stones in our kidneys,
lead in our feet and gas in our stomachs.
While I have become a little older since I saw you last, I
have become quite a frivolous old gal, having two
gentlemen with me all the time.
Will Power helps me out of bed and Arthur Ritis never
leaves me alone.
The Preacher came to call the other day, he said at my age
I should be thinking
of the hereafter.
I told him I do that all
the time, no matter
where I am. In the
living room, the
study, in the kitchen
or upstairs, I always
ask myself – “what
am I hereafter?”

Contributed by Revd. Maureen. Written by Malcolm Guite for last
Sunday - when the disciples were locked in the upper room and Jesus
came and stood among them.

Our second contribution is by way of ‘food for
thought’.
A NUN’S PRAYER
Lord, thou knowest better than I know myself that I am
growing older and will some day be old. Keep me from the
fatal habit of thinking I must say something on every
subject and on every occasion. Release me from craving
to straighten out everybody's affairs. Make me thoughtful
but not moody; helpful but not bossy. With my vast store
of wisdom it seems a pity not to use it all, but Thou
knowest Lord, that I want a few friends at the end.

Be Not Afraid – music for lockdown
Last week Rev’d Maureen mentioned ‘Elijah’ a
magnificent piece of music by Mendelssohn. It
reminded me that one of the choruses is ‘Be Not
Afraid’. If ever there was a message that we need
to hear now then that is it. The link below will take
you to a magnificent live recording of the piece. Do
take five minutes to listen and be uplifted. Be not
afraid – thy help is near!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xln4oWtKJSU

Love to all.

Adrian

Keep my mind free from the recital of endless details; give
me wings to get to the point. Seal my lips on my aches
and pains. They are increasing and love of rehearsing them
is becoming sweeter as the years go by. I dare not ask for
grace enough to enjoy the tales of other's pains, but help
me to endure them with patience. I dare not ask for
improved memory, but for a growing humility and a
lessening cocksureness when my memory seems to clash
with the memories of others. Teach me the glorious lesson
that occasionally I may be mistaken.
Keep me reasonably sweet; I do not want to be a saintsome of them are so hard to live with-but a sour old person
is one of the crowning works of the Devil. Give me the
ability to see good things in unexpected places and talents
in unexpected people. And, give me, O Lord, the grace to
tell them so.
Amen.
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From David and Maggie Smart

From Katherine Lyddon
PSALM 139 FOR LOCKDOWN

GOD’S LOVE AND OURS
John 4:7-12 New International Version (NIV)

Dear friends, let us love one another, for love comes
from God. Everyone who loves has been born of God
and knows God. Whoever does not love does not
know God, because God is love. This is how God
showed his love among us: He sent his one and only
Son into the world that we might live through him.
This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved
us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice for our
sins. Dear friends, since God so loved us, we also
ought to love one another. No one has ever seen
God; but if we love one another, God lives in us and
his love is made complete in us.

Inspire, Lord all our actions and sustain them
to the end, so that all our prayer and work may
begin with you and be brought by you to
completion.
Through Christ our Lord.
Amen

From Alison Oaten

O Lord, you have searched me and you know me.
You know when I sit and when I rise;
You perceive my thoughts from afar.
You discern my going out once a day for exercise
And my lying down when I come back from my one
exercise.
Before a word is on my tongue or on the phone or on
Zoom.
You know it completely, o Lord.
You hem me in – behind and before within the four
walls I’m confined to
You have laid your hand upon me.
Such knowledge is too wonderful for me, too lofty for
me to attain.

Where can I go from your spirit?
Where can I flee from your presence?
If I go to the kitchen, you are there;
If I make my bed in my bedroom, you are there;
If is rise to my feet and go to the bathroom,
If I settle on my sofa on the far side of my lounge
Even there your hand will guide me
Your right hand will hold me fast.
If I say “Surely the social distancing will hide me and
staying indoors will become night around me.”
Even social distancing will not be distancing to you.
Staying indoors will still shine with your presence;
For in lock down you are still free.
Search me, O God, and know my heart,
Test me and know my anxious thoughts
See if there is any offensive way in me,
And lead me in the way everlasting
In Body, mind and spirit, this day, and every day.

If you only carry one thing throughout your entire
life, let it be hope. Let it be hope that better times
are always ahead. Let it be hope that you can get
through even the toughest of times. Let it be hope
that you are stronger than any challenge that come
your way. Let it be hope that you are exactly where
you are meant to be right now, and that you are on
the path to where you are meant to be.... Because
during these times, hope will be the very thing that
carries you through.

Nikki Banas
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From Michael & Joanna Lewin-Harris

Spike’s column
Hello you lovely lot!

Dear all

I’ve had the pleasure of meeting
many of you in person and some
of you follow me on Facebook
(Spike Supercat Smith) so I’d like
to share my tips on making the
best of this period of lockdown.

Thank you so much to the team for putting this
newsletter together.
Mike and I are absolutely fine self-isolating here at
Conquest. We are just so fortunate to be here with
plenty of space around us and plenty to do and there
are two of us. Mike is never short of a machine to
fix, a drain to unblock, grass to mow, brambles to
cut back etc. In this recent glorious weather, I have
spent hours in the garden determined to make my
vegetable garden more productive than ever and
tidying up neglected corners. Bruno dog and I have
been exploring local footpaths – it is a lovely 30minute walk from here to the end of Quantock View
but we haven’t ventured into the village.
We are sad not to be able to see our family, but
Facetime and Zoom (which I had never heard of until
about three weeks ago) are wonderful. We have a
weekly family Zoom quiz. There were ferocious
arguments
last
week
about
whether a cross
between
a
donkey and a
zebra is a Zedonk
or a Zonkey!
In a way, we both feel rather useless. We would like
to be able to help but no-one wants 70/80 year olds
anywhere near them. So it seems the most sensible
thing we can do is to keep out of harm’s way and
not become another burden on the NHS. However,
we do make an effort to keep in touch by phone with
friends, particularly those who live on their own,
some of whom are not finding isolation easy.
Have seen William Gulliford’s YouTube services? We
joined William through Holy Week and Easter and
found his services, filmed in his office at home, very
moving and helpful. We have known him for a long
time. I clearly remember him as a teenager as Pip
in a Brewhouse production of Great Expectations!
Meanwhile, we thank God for our many blessings
and pray particularly for those who are struggling
with isolation and those wonderful people working in
the NHS and looking after the elderly.
With very best wishes to you all

Michael and Joanna

Amongst
the
many
useful and helpful things
that I have done in the
past week has been
checking the expiry
dates of food in the back
of the larder.
Don’t forget that whilst it is
always nice to be friendly to
your neighbours, you should
maintain social distancing as
I am doing here.
Whilst it’s important to
have sufficient food in
stock please don’t panic
buy. I have been very
modest in my purchases.
I’ve also been helping
my
humans
by
supervising jobs like
washing up.

On Sundays it’s
important
to
participate
in
worship. As you
can
see
I’m
listening intently to
a sermon from
Rev’d Lucy Winkett
at St. James’s
Piccadilly.

Finally, my friends, don’t be
afraid to just have a nice liein occasionally. You know it
makes sense!
See you next week!
Love from

Spike xxx
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From Haroon Rashid - Author

Book of the week

We fell asleep in one world, and woke up in another.

‘My Sour-Sweet Days: George Herbert and the
journey of the soul’
by Mark Oakley, winner of the Michael
Ramsey prize, published by SPCK.

Suddenly Disney is out of magic,
Paris is no longer romantic,
New York doesn’t stand up any more,
the Chinese wall is no longer a fortress, and Mecca
is empty
Hugs and kisses suddenly become weapons, and not
visiting parents and friends becomes an act of love.
Suddenly you realise that power, beauty and money
are worthless, and can’t get you the oxygen you’re
fighting for.
The world continues it’s life, and it is beautiful. It
only puts humans in cages. Maybe it’s sending us a
message:
“You are not necessary. The air, earth, water and
sky without you are fine. When you
come back, remember that you are my
guests. Not my masters.”

By Haroon Rashid who hails from
Jammu and Kashmir, India.

Memories of Roger Morris –
By Revd Canon Ian Ainsworth-Smith
Jean and I were so sorry to hear of Roger’s death.
He was a lovely man and we were both very fond of
him.
We got to know him during the vacancy at Bishops
Lydeard before Matthew’s arrival. It was a very
special time and Roger was one of the people who
made it so. He was a traditional (in the very best
sense) Anglican layman of Catholic persuasion. I
remember on one occasion he gently and correctly
rebuked me for taking my eye off the ball and
inserting a Gloria in the BCP Eucharist during Lent.
He was concerned to make sure that the Liturgy was
properly conducted so that it could speak for itself.
Roger knew of my passion for icons and every year
his Christmas card was very thoughtfully chosen and
much appreciated.
I was so pleased that I could visit him at Dunkirk
House before we all had to isolate. Roger was
someone who helped me feel that my priestly
ministry was valued and he was a critical friend of
the sort we all need.
May he rest in peace and rise in glory.

Ian Ainsworth-Smith

Mark used to be the Parish priest at St Paul’s Covent
Garden and Deputy Priest in Ordinary to the Queen
as well as a former chaplain to one of the Bishops of
London. He was also Canon Chancellor of St Paul’s
Cathedral, and he is now Dean of St John’s College
in Cambridge. He broadcasts frequently on BBC
Radio 4.
Another best selling book
written by him in 2016 was
‘The Splash of Words:
Believing in poetry’ and I also
have a copy of an earlier work
of his from 2001: ‘The Collage
of God’ which is described as
a vivid and memorable
portrayal of a search to
uncover
God’s
hidden
presence in often surprising
corners of the modern world.
Although Mark has held, and does hold, important
and very public positions within the church his books
are extremely readable. He writes from a humble
and human perspective and, once you start reading,
it will be very difficult to put any of his books down
before reaching the end!

https://spckpublishing.co.uk/my-sour-sweet-days

Maureen
The true meaning of grace
Jesus forgave a thief
dangling on a cross,
knowing full well the
thief had converted
out of plain fear.
That thief would
never study the
Bible, never attend
synagogue or church, and never make amends to
those he had wronged. He simply said "Jesus
remember me" and Jesus promised, "Today you will
be with Me in paradise." It was another shocking
reminder that grace does not depend on what we
have done for God but rather what God has done for
us.
Philip Yancey
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Our prayers
Holy God, walk with us as individuals and as the Church of
God on our Road to Emmaus. Open our eyes, as you did
with Jesus’ companions, to the reality and truth of the
resurrection.
Lord, in your Mercy: Hear our Prayer
We pray for our Priests, Readers and Lay Worship
Assistants who preach the Gospel bringing a light to those
in darkness and words of love to those in need of comfort
in this time of closed churches and congregations locked
down in their home. Thank you for the hard work of all
clergy and lay-people who are using social media and the
internet to keep us informed, inspired and comforted by
online services, preaching and teaching.
Lord, in your Mercy: Hear our Prayer
Creator God your son walked the roads and tracks of the Holy
Land and taught us to seek your hand in the beauty and
wonders of earth and sea and the sky. We so often see too
much of the evidence of poor stewardship in our surroundings
and it is easy to forget that the world belongs to you. Help us
to recognise your presence in our modern world, and help us
to use more wisely the resources of the earth.
Lord, in your Mercy: Hear our Prayer
Father God we thank you for the gift of your Son, our
Saviour, who walks with us on our life’s journey. We pray
for all who travel with us in our family, among our friends
and within this community. We pray for a deepening
awareness of our need for one another and of your image
in the hearts of everyone we meet.
Lord, in your Mercy: Hear our Prayer
Loving God, send your son to walk with those we know
who are going through a time of suffering and pain. Help
us to always be aware of one another’s needs and to
respond accordingly and assist them with words and deeds
on to the road of recovery.
Our prayers are asked for those in the benefice who are
unwell: John, Gwen, Joan, Bobby, Lucinda, Norma,
Marissa, Roger and Wendy and for all others known to us.
Lord, in your Mercy: Hear our Prayer
Merciful God accompany those travelling through the
valley of death and may our love and prayers support
those who walk that journey today. We remember
especially our brother in Christ, Roger Morris, and all those
who mourn his loss.
Faithful God, we thank you for walking alongside us and, if
like those first disciples, we fail to be aware of you forgive
us for our human weakness and open our eyes to see you
as a constant companion and friend.
Merciful father: accept these prayers for the sake of your
Son, our Saviour, Jesus Christ. Amen

Letter from the
Right Reverend Peter Hancock,
Bishop of Bath and Wells
A TIME TO ‘LOVE OUR
NEIGHBOURS AS OURSELVES’
I wonder - are you someone who
gets everything ready long before
you need to; jobs done well before
time; and someone who is never
late for anything? Or are you
someone who leaves things to the
last minute; works right up to the deadline; and
catches the bus or train with moments to spare? Or
maybe you are somewhere in the middle?
One of the things that Bishop Ruth and I enjoy doing
is writing these articles each month. It gives us a
chance to keep in touch with people across the
diocese and to share the things that are in our hearts
and minds as the year unfolds. The only drawback is
that we have to write these articles well in advance.
The problem is of course that things may change in
all sorts of ways between us writing them and you
reading them. I am particularly conscious of that this
month, as we are in the midst of the Coronavirus
pandemic. Things are changing very fast and it is
hard to know what the next few weeks will bring.
That inevitably brings with it a certain degree of
uncertainty and some us, especially those who are
isolated and cut off, may be feeling anxious for
ourselves or for others.
My hope throughout this time of ‘lockdown’ is that
although some of us may have felt physically isolated
from each other, that we have not felt socially or
spiritually isolated. Indeed, I have been truly amazed
and encouraged by all the stories I have heard of
people caring for each other, phoning each other and
going shopping for those who cannot get out to buy
the food they need. At this stage none of us knows
quite how and when this virus will eventually be
brought under control. However, I do hope that
when we get to the stage that restrictions can be
safely lifted and we begin to go out and shop as we
did before, that things will be different. Many of us
have had difficulty buying the food we wanted. Some
of us have had to rely on others for our daily needs.
We have had to learn new ways to pray and keep in
touch with others in our churches and communities.
We have had to trust, hope, and look out for our
neighbours, especially those who are particularly
vulnerable.
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We have been humbled by the courage and
dedication of those who work in the NHS and care
homes and all who as ‘key workers’ have worked
tirelessly to look after and provide for us.
Jesus taught us to ‘Love the Lord our God with all
our heart, with all our soul, and with all our mind’
and ‘to love our neighbours as ourselves’. My hope
and prayer is that as we emerge from this pandemic
that we and our communities may be a more
compassionate, more generous, more grateful. And
may we all have discovered what it is to know in a
deeper way the peace and the presence of God.
May the peace and the joy of the Risen Lord be with
you
Bishop Peter

Daily worship with Katherine Lyddon
Katherine is kindly providing the
following
opportunities
for
worship, and warmly invites you
to join her for any or all of them.
She is also facilitating the
Reading Group online.
Discover a new way of being
church, right here in the benefice.
Katherine describes the worship as follows.
“Daily prayer: 20-30minutes following the words
from Northumbria Community which are shared on
screen so no need for books. It includes readings for
the day and shared prayers for whatever you would
like to pray for. If you want to join in by phone, I can
send you the words in the post.
Church without Walls: 45-60 minutes interactive
worship including songs, confession, readings,
prayers and of course 'notices'. Everything is
displayed on screen but it helps if you can bring your
own bible, cross and candle to light. We have
households of one, two and many joining. Everyone
is welcome.”
All these can be accessed by Zoom or by phone. If
you haven’t used Zoom before, don’t worry, it’s easy
to use. Katherine will be happy to talk you through it.
Please call her on 07974 528880 or email her on
katherinelyddon35@gmail.com.
Daily Prayer - Mon-Saturday @ 2pm
Via computer https://zoom.us/j/352430747?pwd=aE
link
FBTUlLZGNhQ0QxekY5UDI3TEVtUT
09
Via zoom
Meeting ID: 352 430 747
app
Password: welcome
Via phone

Dial 0203 481 5237
Meeting ID: 352 430 747
Password: 846501
Church without Walls - Every Sunday @ 10am
Via computer https://zoom.us/j/840868823?pwd=eE
link
81dDlBc2xGdDdkYVdCT2ZpT2RoZz
09
Via zoom
Meeting ID: 840 868 823
app
Password: welcome
Via phone

Yuko Matsuoka: On the Way to Emmaus, 2011, oil

“Were not our hearts burning within
us while he talked with us on the road and
opened the Scriptures to us?”

Dial 0203 481 5237
Meeting ID: 840 868 823
Password: 440846

Book club - Every third Monday @7pm
Via computer https://zoom.us/j/96262381258?pwd=
link
cjMzNTdRNlpjNGVYMS8zMGVlR2Q
0UT09
Via zoom
app

Meeting ID: 962 6238 1258
Password: 123456

